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cCHURCH GABBRO Technical Note
Systems Description and Performance

byA

Scott C. Daubin

ABSTRACT

This report descrites the tjchnical features of systems used in the
CHURCH GABBRO exercise during November - December 1972, critiques
their performance and recommends future design and operational
modificattons. Systems discussed include acoustic measurement
(ACODAC, MABS, TABS, VLAM and Sonobuoys), acoustic sources (SUS charges
Mk6i-O and Mk 82-0, CW Sources HX-231-F and VIBROSEIS), environmental
instruments (SBTs, AXBTs, STD, current measurement systems, laser wave
profiler) and the ships and aircraft involved.

zeorty-six recommendations are set forth for design improvements or
operational procedures.
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CHURCH GABBRO Technical Note

Systems Description and Performance

1. Executive Summary

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this report is to document the systems which were
employed in the CHURCH GABBRO exercise, which took place in the Caribbean
Sea from 26 November until 15 December 1972, see References (22) and (23).
It is intended that this note serve as a technical reference for these
systems as well as a means of presenting various problems and deficiencies
together with corrective recommendations in order that future exercisest may benefit from this experience.

1.2 System Description

Several complex systems were employed and are described technically
below. There were the major moored acoustic measurement systems: ACODAC
and MIABS. There were drifting measurement systems: TABS, VLAM and Sono-
buoys. There were acoustic sources: SUS charges Mk 61 and Mk 82, CW sources
including the piezoelectric }X 231-F an4 the hydroacoustic VIBROSEIS.
There were envirormental instruments: XBT (T-5 and T-7), AXBT, STD, SWP,
current measurement arrays including a continuous deep ocean profiling sys-
tem, laser wave profilers and of course usual shipboard instruments such
as echo sounders with precision graphic recorders. Four ships and several
aircraft participated. The ship characteristics are outlined and the
critical navigation equipment described.

1.3 Conclusion and Recommendations

The overall conclusion is that the systems performed well. In spite
of the temporary loss of one mooring and the inability to use its data,
ACODACs provided the major part of the data they were intended to record.
MMASS, TABS, VLM, and Sonobuoys, all in spite of minor problems, produced
useful data from which the scieiitific objectives can be achieved. The
biggest area of disappointment was in the performance of the MW acoustic
sources, which were only operative for a small fraction of their scheduled
time. However, the signals they projected when "on" were of high quality
and produced useful data. SUS charge sequences were successful, more so
from ship than aircraft launching. Even in view of the reliability diffi-
culties, the T-5 XBT was a necessary and productive instrument. The four
ships involved, USNS SANDS, R/V NORTH SEAL, RIV PIERCE and MiV DrARBORN
all performed well; in spite of some aircraft equipment difficulties the
air crews conducted their part of the exercise in an excellent manner.
Forty-six recomendations, most dealing with design improvements or opera-
tio.Aal procedures, are set forth.
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2. Systems Description and Performance

2.1 Acoustic Measurements Systems

2.1.1 ACODAC

A. General

The ACOustic DAta Capsule (ACODAC) system is a subsurface,
moored, self recording acoustic instrumentation system designed to
monitor and record acoustic signals and ambient noise at six selected
depths throughout the water column. Reference (6) describes the
system as it existed in 1971. During the winter and spring of 1972
various changes were incorporated by Texas Instruments Inc. and the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution under contract to the LRAPP office
of the Office of Naval Research and three additional recording and
power module (RPM) assemblies were completed. The original two
systems after modification are designated '"od I"; the three new
systems assembled by Texas Instruments were designated "Hod II". The
performance specifications of the modified systems are presented in
Table 1.

B. Mooring &nd Array Designs

Three separate mooring designs were employed in this
exercise. Double armored electromechanical cable (U.S. Steel Amergraph
7H37SB and Vector equivalent) wais used in the moorings (at Positions
H and D); these are termed "hard wire" systems. A multiconductor
core surrounded by a polypropylene load bearing braid was used in the
mooring at Position B; this is termed a "compliant" system. The two
hard wire systems mounted different hydrophones both designed for
acceleration insensitivity; hydrophones developed by the Westinghouse
Research and Development Center were installed in the mooring at
Position H and hydrophones developed by the International Transducer
Corporatioa to University of Miami specifications were installed in
the hard wire mooring at Position D and in the compliant mooring at
Position B. These different system components were employed both
for purposes of field evaluations as well as for inter-comparison of
results. Since the three systems were widely separated they did
not necessarily experience comparable current regimes; hence inter-
comparison for evaluation of strumaing response was infeasible.

The mooring and array designs with actual depths are shown

as follows-,

Position RPM Mooring Typ Hydrophone Reference

B 2A4 Compliant ITC 8020 Figure 1. 2
Appendix A

D lAl Hard Wire ITC 8020 Figure 3

H 2A3 Hard Wire Westinghouae Figure 4

i "2-
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DATA SYSTEM

Number of Hydrophones 6

Recording Method Direct Record Analog

Overall Dynamic Range (Per channel) -70 to IODB re V/ubar in three
automatically selected 27 DB ranges

"Tape Speed 15/160 IPS or 15/16 IPS

SOverall Frequency Response 15 to 300 lHz or 20 to 3000 Hz
within ±3 DB

Recording Duty Cycle Range 1:1 to 30:1 in selectable
integral ratios

Recording Time Per Cycle I to 128 minutes selectable

Total Recording Time (Duty cycle - 100%) 10 2/3 days or 25.6 hrs.

Total Bandwidth - Days
(BW x # channels x days) 19200 Hertx-day's (6 hydrophones)

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Maximum Operating Pressure 9000 psi (Limited by sphere)

Acoustical Telemetry Data Leak indication
Pressure at upper end of hydrophone
array
Battery voltage

Location Aids Redundant acoustic transponders

Recovery Method Redundant acoustic releases

Recovery Aids Acoustic pinger on capsule
Dual radio beacons (27 Kiz)
Dual zenon flashers

POWER

Main Power Sup;.' y Lead Acid Storage Battery, 17.28 KWH

Auxiliary Suppil Magnesium cells

MECHAU4IA!

Sphere 38" ID x 1.25" t, 7178-T6 aluminum

Hydrophone E/M CZ;Ae 7 Conductor, 3/8" double armored
cable
Amergraph Type 7437SB

AWfA•r Performance Specifications

TABLE I
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Table "I below lists the pertinent characteristics for
the compliant line developed to University of Miami specifications.
The central electrical core was manufactured by tne Electromechanical
Cable Division of the U.S. Steel Corporation, Worcester, Massachusetts;
the outer braid was woven by Samson Cordage Works, Shirley,
Masachusetta. Figure 5 is a photograph of this cable.

C. Recording and Power Module (RPM)

The assembled RPM is shown In Figure 6. A block diagram
of the ACODAC signal processing, recording and telemetry system,
most of which is contained within the RPM, is shown in Figure 7. The
following discussion concentrates on changes In the system which
were effected between the 1971 and 1972 deployments.

(1). Tape Recorder

To prevent tape spillage caused by accelerations,
a dual system of dynamic braking of the supply reel
and static braking of both the supply and takeup
reels was installed. New GeoTech Model 27373 tape
recorders were installed in the Mod I systems which
had water in the capsules during 1971.

(2). Gain Control

Three basic changes were made in the gain control
logic. Previously the system had responded only to
average sound presture level during the one minute
integration time and on this level depenied the Sain
state for the following minute; three Sain states 10,
37 and 64 db provided three 30 db ranges with 3 db
adjacent overlap, for a total system dynamic range of
84 db, matching the hydropbone approximately. The
3 db overlap proved not to be sufficient margin; the
ambient level would frequently ride near the margin
and the arrival of a transient or fade would overload
the system or allow it to sink into noise. Consequently
the new systems have four separate gain ranges of
10, 20, 30 and 40 db for a total system dynamic range
of 60 db with a 20 db overlap between adjacent bands.
The resulting margins allow for a 14 db positive transient
in any band without overload as well as a 6 db fade
without going into system noise. This band gain scheme
together with the resulting acoustic pressure level
range of the two hydrophone types are shown in Figure 8.
A change in the criteria for gain changes was also
made. Previously momentary overloads, although
marked as such by simultaneous 75hz and 200flz high
level signals being injected on the tape, did not
automatically cause a downward gain shift during the
succeeding minute as long as the average sound pressure
level stayed within the bounds. In order to facilitate
work with explosives a modificatLion was made which
would cause any ,verload during a given minute to

-8-
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Overall:

Breaking Strength 7,000 lbs
Stretch at Break 30 %
Effective Cable Kodulus 31,500 lbs
Buoyancy:

2 conductors 9.02 jbs/Kft
4 conductors 1.13 lbs/Kft
6 conductors -6.88 ibs/Kft
8 conductorh -14.85 abs/Kft

i0 conductors -16.83 tbs/Kft
Type Free flooding

Electrical Core:

Central Core Diameter 0.300 inch
Central Core Construction Polyethylene jacket around core

of nylon fibers

Wire Arrangement 10 wires or polyethylene fillers
wound around core in right
hand helix, angle 45*.

Wire Construction e0 ArG #30 wires wound together
to form AWG #20 equivalent

Copper Diameter (eff.) 0.032X inchInsulation Thickness 0,0265 inch
Insulation Material Polyethylene
Overall Wire Diameter 0.085 inch
Wire Bundle Container Skeletal braid of nylon

Outer Braid:

Material Polypropylene
Weight 72 lbsiKft
Specific Gravity 0.91

Compliant Cable Characteristics

Table II

1-0-
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AO)DiAC Signal Processing, Recording and Telemetry Systems

Figure 7
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cause a downward gain shift during the succeeding
minute. The number of minutes the system will
remain in the less sensitive state is selectable

between 1 and 9 in both the Mod I and Mod II units.
In the Mod I unit the system on a momentary overload
will at the next opportunity change gain states by
one, i.n the Mod II unit as used in this exercise
the system would change by two states if possible,
otherwise to the least sensitive state.

(3). Timing and Control

The static brake mentioned above is released by the
delayed start signal. All recorded control functions,
except overload, have been moved from the data
channels to the time code channel.

(4). System Monitor and Telemetry

After the instrument pressure vessel (IPV) has been
sealed it is possible with the unit on deck t
monitor the signal on each channel, system voltages,
gain states, time-ecde generation and control function
generation via an umbilical cable. Control is
provided to reset the system clock, connect (or dis-
connect) the internal battery, select any channel for
monitoring and lock (or unlock) the tape reels.

After deployment, the monitor system (via acoustic
telemetry) enables the surface ship to query and
receive the status of the battery and reference
voltages, verify proper signal input to the tape
r,,coraer on three preselected channels, measure pre-
eence and approximate level of any water in the capsule
and extract evidence tl-.;t the tape had moved during
the previous recording period,

(5). Telemetry Generator

The telemetry generator is activated upon receipt of
a properly decoded signal from the acoustic trans-
ponder. It contains the 8-channel multiplexer and
ramp generator that in combination convert the
conditional voltage inputs from the system monitor to
pulse position modulated time division multiplexed
signals transmitted back to the ship through the
acoustic transponder.

In addition, if water is detected above a critical
level, an alarm circuit ir activated that sende a
contXuuing series of pUlses through the telemetry
system without interrogation.

-14-



S(6). Acoustic Transponder

The Hod I units utilize the electronics portion
of an AYF-262 acoustic release system. The AM?
Model 262 is no longer in production, having been
superseded by AMF-322, which is in current production.
The Model 262 receives amplitude-modulated
(suppressed carrier) pulses in an AGC receiver to
recover the coded modulation frequency. This was
found by AMF to be unreliable when used for under-
water nAvigation purposes (only 70. of replies were
received), so the 322 receiver was developed which hard-
limits the received pulses, after which narrow-band
filters detect the coded modulation frequency.
According to AMP, this technique is 100% effective in
the navigation utilization. Both receivers utilize
the same deck equipment and encoding techniques, so
that for ACODAC purposes they can be considered

,• interchangeable at the ueseobly level. The acoustic
Stransponders in the inaltrument sphere are utilized

only for tenemtry purposes. Additional acoustic

transponders are provided for releame purposes.

D. Hydrophones

(1). Westinghouse Model WX VERAY-1

k The Westinghouse acceleration cancelling hydrophones
used in the exercise were developed at the Westinghouse
Research and Development Center, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Figure 9 shows the mechanical arrangement of this hydro-
phone, Figures 10 through 13 show "exploded" to "assambled"
photographs of the hydrophone.

With some editing, the following paragraphs are ex-
tracted from Reference 31.

Noise Tests of FET Units

In order to determine whether Crystslonics
#C413N silicon expitaxiel junction N channel low
noise lIT units could be used in hydrophone preamp-
lifiers, some units were passivated by the Westinghouse
Research and Development Center Solid State Devices
Department. The top of the aluminum cans were removed
and an organic coating was added. These units were
tested in the circuit shown in Figure 14. A 4Hz wide
filter was used to examine the YET voltage noise over
the spectrum from 10Hz to 300Hx. Figure 15 is a
typical plot of the recorded output voltage. The
noise at 601s and harmonics was large but was ignored.
The units ire all temperature cycled up to 150'C
for I hour, .retrned to room temperature, heated to
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+ 15V

•" ,f •LOW NOISE VARIABLE
S: -I ''';•- 2nd 4 - - GAIN

• )STAGE AMPL.

C413N IA su 26dB 0-80 dB
S1st STAGE -- A

-15V Am26dB

ACTIVE BALANCED SWEPT

•"ELLIPITICAL[-,- MIXER OSCILLATOR
L.P

FILTER WAVETEK
A=_OdB A su 15d•3 #114

Ax

S•.ACT IVE RMS

BAND PASS VOLTMETER X-Y
F E y RECORDER2-At 2OdB DM

CIRCUIT FOR NOISE MEASUREMENT OF FET UNITS

Figure 14
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150%C for 2 hours, cooled and tested. Next, the
units were placed in a bag of castor oil and were

pressure cycled three times to 10,000 psi. Figure 16
illustrates a noise spectrim before and after the
tests. Table III summarizes the results at 100 Hz
and 200 Hz for the four units. The largest increase
was 30% in voltage. This was deemed satisfactory.

Each of the complete preamplifier circuits was
tesced for noise before assembly to the hydrophone.
A dummy RC load was used to simulate the transducer.

Calibration and Pressure Tests

All units were subjected to an 8,000 psi test
in a pressure bomb filled with oil. After the
pressure test the units were calibrated in air using
a 15" speaker driven by an audio oscillator. TheI strength of the sound field was monitored using a B&K
quarter inch condenser microphone Type 4135 with cathode
follower Type 2615, having a sensitivity of -71.4 db
re v/pbar.

Amplifier Tests

The gain of all preamplifier units was measured
by inserting a 10 vv signal at the input terminals
and measuring the output voltage from the termination
amplifier. A gain between 59 db and 60 db was
considered satisfactory. Amplifier noise tests were
made at 20, 90, 270 and 1000 Hz using a 1000 ohnm
resistor in series with a 4700 pf condenser connected
to the input terminals, as a dummy source, in place
of the hydrophone. After the amplifier units were
potted and assembled to the hydrophone, noise tests
were made in an anechoic chamber at 270 Hz and 1000 Hz.
At lower frequencies the chamber noise masked the pre-
amplifier noise. The gain of the number of potted
amplifier units was monitored in the pressure bomb as
the pressure was slowly varied from 0 to 10,000 psi and
back down again. No significant change in gain
occurred. The amplifier has 40 db of negative feed-
back so it has a stable gain even though the character-
istics of some of the components change with pressure.

Amplifier Construction

Components were chosen which would stand the
pressure. The circuit was designed to avoid the need
for any large -alue r-pitc- Zn : ra 'onolithic
ceramic units cooid be useý. AU. :asi*V'r9 I Mn and
less consist of A tra Im (ý' A ; erasic rt, "Ie
transistor units had to hat ze <arn re,=cf- e n
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be passivated before they were wired into the circuits.
This was done after a vacuum bake out. The poly-
urethane potting material was degassed in a vacuum
system before it was poured around the circuit to
avoid the formation of gas bubbles. It was cured in
an oven under a pressure of 45 lbs. gauge.

Acceleration Tests

To determine the sensitivity of the hydrophone
to accleration the hydrophone was assembled, but
prior to oil filling vibration tests were made. Units
were mounted so they could be vibrated axially in air
using a Goodmans Industries Ltd. Type 390A force
driver. The motion was monitored with a consolidated
Electrodynamic Corp. Type 4-275 calibrated accelero-
met:er with a sensitivity of -48.6 db re v/g mounted on
the hydrophone case. The test was made at 100 Hz
and the results are given in Table IV. The response
under these conditions was found to be flat from
10 Hz to 300 Hz.

Hydrophone Sensitivity

The overall sensitivity and acceleration response
of the hydrophones are shown in Table IV. The
Westinghouse hydrophones were designed to measure
shipping noise in the ocean. As shown in Figure 8,
the ACODAC system is capable of recording signal
levels from 1 mV to I V over the frequency range from
10 Hz to 300 Hz by using step attenuators of 10, 20,
30, and 40 db. In Reference (30) Wenz shows two solid
heavy lines that give the limits of the prevailing
noise in the ocean. See Figure 17. Five percent of
the time the noise is below the lower curve and five
percent of the time it is above the upper curve. A
preamplifier that had a noise level at least 1 db below
the lower Wenz curve from 10 Hz to 300 Hz was considered
satisfactory. The calculated noise levels of the
preamp we used was 6 db below the Wenz curve at 10 Hz
and 2 db below it at 300 Hz; see Figure 15. This
figure also shows the measured response of four of
the amplifiers which were measured at 20, 90, 270,
and 1000 Hz.

The average noise power represented by the lower
Wenz curve from 10 H1z to 300 Hz is the same a3 the
value at 50 Hz. At 50 Hz the curve has a value of

+18 db re (2x10-4 dynes/cm2 ) - -56 db re 1 uB

- +44 db re 1 UP

in a 1 Hz bandwidth. Over the 290 Hz band the noise
power would increase by a factor of 290 or 25 db.
Consequently, the expected ambient ioise level is
-31db reo 1 PB +69 db re 1 UP. The overall
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sensitivity (hydrophone plus amplifier) of the
Westinghouse units were about

-29 dbv/hB - -129 dbv/pP.

Therefore, a lower Wenz noise level over the band
from 10 Hz to 300 Hz would produce a signal level
of

-60 db re 1 1 =i v

This is also the lowest level that the ACODAC system
will handle; see Figure 8.

When the hydrophones are to be used tco monitor
explosions or other signals that ccntain an average
power more than 60 db above the lower Wenz curve, then
some additional attenuacion may be desirable.

Dynamic Range

SThe Westinghouse system was designed to ho've
a sensitivity of -29 dbv!uB and an output range from
1 mv to 1 v (60 db) to match the capabilities of the
recording system. The amplifier has a gain of 60 db
so the corresponding signal levels at the ceramic
terminals are i v to I my. The maximum amplifier
output is 4 volts before saturating.

Signals from the transducer as large as 1 v will
not damage the input transistor. The sensitivity of the
piezoelectric element alone is

-89 dbv/PB

so a signal level as great as

+89 db r^ 1 uB = +189 db re 1 uP

will not damage the Westinghouse unit. If larger
signals than this are anticipated then a pair of back
biased diodes can be used across the input terminals.
However, this will reduce the low frequency sensitivity
and also will decr-ase the cverall signal to noise
ratio .f the hydrophone.

Power Converter

The preamplifier xequires 30 ,olts at 14 milliamperes

for proper operation. An additional 15 volts is

' -29-



required to compensate for cable voltage drop and
current source simulation. Since the system power
supply delivered a nominal t 12 volts, an up-converter
was designed to obtain the required 45 volts. The
block diagram for the power converter is shown in
Figure 18.

The basic converter consists of a multivibrator
free-running at 10 kfiz driving a power amplifier
whose square wave output is rectified and filtered.
Additional circuits provide required auxiliary functions
described in the following paragraphs.

Because the system power is derived from batteries,
the supply voltages drop from a high of approximately 14.5
volts to a low of appi.,ximately 10 volts as the batteries
become discharged. Thus a regulator is required to main-
tain the amplifier system voltage at 45 volts.

Because of small differences between the positive
and negative supply voltaies and differing collector
saturation voltages of the power amplifier switching
transistors, the positive and negative "volt-seconds"
applied to the transformer core are unequal. This is
equivalent to applying a DC voltage component to the
transformer rnd since the DC resistance is very small,
large DC currents can flow which saturate the core. A
duty cycle tontrol circuit is included in the converter
which senses unequal postitive and negative "volt-seconds"
in the core and adjusts the multivibrator duty cycle so as
to wKe them equal.

The converter is protected against excessive output
current due to accidental shorts or other high load situa-
tions. If excessive current is sensed, a circuit shuts
off power to the multivibrator thus removing the power
amplifier drive signal and yielding zero output. Once tnis
circuit has been activated, it must be reset by first re-
moving and then reapplying the system power.

In ACODAC deployment number 18 the input to the im-
pedance sensor came from the lead connected to the bottom
hydrophone. In the future it would be more desirable
to use the unused pin #7 on the XSLSCCP connector with the
connector attached the resistance from pin #7 to ground
would b* very high but if the connector were to part, the
salt ter would reduce the Impedance to 500 ohms or less.

Thq presence of either a low impedance signal
or an excessive current signal will cause a signal
from the "or circuit" to disable the diode regulttor.

-30--
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(2). ITC Model 8020

A discussion of the rationale behind the development
of the ITC Model 8020 hydrophone is given by
Reference (7). These units were developed by the
International Transduc-5r Corporation, Santa Barbara,
California. The ITC 8020, Figure 19, was designed to
overcome some of the shortcomings of the ITC 8004.
First it was made as completely symmetric an possiblz
by moving the preamp to a location inside the sensitive
element. In order to accomplish this, the pressure
vessel was eliminated and the electronics were designed
for operation at full hydrostatic pressure. Figure 20
is a schematic of the pre-amplifier. An important
consequence of the elimination of the pressure vessel
is weight reduction; the ITC 8020 weighs only about
0.9 lb in sea water. This permits support by very
soft elastic members (surgical tubing) which results
in a very low natural frequency of the suspension and
high attenuation of vibration. Second, the hydro-
phone walls were made much more rigid than previously.

The ITC 8020 was developed in response to University of
Miami specifications; Appendix C. These were subsequently
modified to require a - 150 db re v/uPa response instead
of - 140. Fourteen units were produced. All units,
except one, which was held as a spare, were tested at
the Underwater Sound Reference Division of the Naval
Research Laboratory, Orlando, Florida from 30 October
through 3 November 1972. The results of this test
showed a response of approximately - 150 db re v/uPs
w;•ich was insensitive to temperature and presaure
changes within the specified frequency range. Appendix
B presents the essential data from the test report,
Reference (29).

The circuit and data for the hydrophone power supply
are shown in Figure 21.

E. Deployment and Recovery

Deployment and Recovery Logs are presented in Figuies 22, 23,
and 24. Track charts for the deployments of the three systems are
shown in Figures 25, 26, and 27. All systems were placed in water deeper
than the nominal 4390 meters because sound velocities derived from XBT's
dropped from NORTH SEAL indicated a deeper sound channel than anticipated.
Data from Figure 4-45 of Reference (16) indicated a critical depth in
the smmer of 4750 meters and in the winter of 4250 meters. In planning
the exercise a critical depth close to the winter value was assumed;
this wee an erronuest assumption. As shown in Figure 28 the actual
critical depth was between 4450 eM 4500 meters. The objective was to
place hydrophone maber 5 at the critical depth. The depths of hydzophone
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Hydraphone Model ITC 8020 Outline Drawing

Figure 19
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6 CELL MALLORY RM2550R BATTERY ASSEMBLIES
1+ n5 2W MECCA CONNECTORS

Ill727.• \s ! 726do_

•-+ r-,io1n ITC -

low ilLOAD 8020

..... v 01VCAD HYDROPHONE/
- PREAMP

"NEW" AT 22 0C "END-OF-LIFE" AT O0C

CELL VOLTAGE 1.36V [.20 V

BATTERY VOLTAGE 8.18 V 7.20 V

VDIODE 0.6OV 0.60 V

'LOAD 21ma I7 ma

IR 0.18 V 0.14 V

V LOAD 7.40V 6.46 V

ESTIMATED LIFE (TO 1.20 V/CELL): 520 hrs X 10- 480hrs
20-

WITH CATASTROPIC FAILURE
OF ONE BATTERY

SHORT-CIRCUIT I 750ma

ITC 8020 HYDROPHONE
PRE-AMP POWER SUPPLY

Figure 21
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ACODAC DEI'i 0Y.UNT NiW RECOVERY LOG

Exvp' rj' '01* URCH GAiBR-, -

AC'I)iC' SvI-_1c Moori ng Freq.
tem :. IPV Ser. IAl lype Woods Hole Banll ___ _ 3__Hz
Hydrophone Type ITC 8020 Woather Clear

Sea Conditions Swell of 4' from SE

Deployment:

Depl-,oment Method RPM last tDEBO._YaL

Lat. Long. Date/Time Course Speed
(GCT) (°T) (kts.)

Commenced Operations 17 - 21.0 N 85 - 44.2 W 28 /I_.MQZ 295-ý _0 _0
Ist Gear in Water 17 - 22.3 14 ._ - ?5-x W 2/2Z . -

IPV in Water 17 - IN - - W-_2_8/2_012Z Water Depth (M)

Anchor Dropped - y_ N .&6. W_ _aK /2.8 4
7

Mooring Position 1.7 - 34.3 N 86-Qx.5_ -_W__.

Recovery Course Speed
(2T) (kts.)

CoUnmcrced Operations 1_7 - 3.LA.N _B_ - ()Za W-jng_./0m Z

Mooring Release 17 - 33.0 N 86 -043 W0 94/j 0 0oZ __

Mooring on Surface 33 - &3~ N .6_ - 04'.0. _ 9J_/ 0 _5 Z

Mooring on Board 17 - 33.8 N 86 02._I W_9.9 /I0B.Z

IPV Release 17 - 33.6 N - QJL 5 % _0a WQ9__jj -Z

IPV on Surface 17 - _.6 N _ - 0_._, W_09J/1_VdZ

IPV on Board 17 - 33.8 N 86 -02.2 W 09_/1239_Z

Hydrophones: Ti me:

No, DepLh (M) Tape Ree. Ser. No. Eve-t Date/Time (CMT)
Channel

1. 508 1 0002 Osc. Start / Z

Tape Start ..22 /.a 2 -Z
2. 1119 2_

3. 2341 3 1)._. lhav Interval Sit__d_ h .m

:•>Iay Cycles Set 1.6
4. 4053 4 0008

5. 04358 - Time

Aoff Time m

Bottom 2465 f corrected TLme Gode Sync 28/1200 Z 11/28/72
'509 m On Recovery 12/9/72 - 1322 Z

Time Code 11 d 0I h 22 min.

Fig-re 22a
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DEPL. NO. 17

Recovery Aids

1. Acoustic Releases

Location Mfr. Model Ser. No. No. kH Remarks

Upper AMF 322 401 3 9

Lower AMF 322 403 5 11

2. Timed Release

[Loatin 1Mfr Moel er.No. Release Time Set Time ICount~er
SLocation Mfr. Mode Ser" NO. 1017•- •

1Lower IGeodiyne 855 0634 11108 00 27 121100 1328

Disarmed on Recovery 09 08 30 Red 293
Blue 1135

3. Radio Beacons

_____ ____ IMOChan.
I Location Mfr. Model Ser.No. i LetterA Freq. Remarks

OAR 100-P 751~ A 26.995
Top Buoyi OAR j-100-PA

ST-.206--
Pd•M OAR 1-100-PAI 752 C 27.095

ST26 534 D 27. 145

RPM OAR -12

4. Flashers

Location Mfr. I Model Ser. No. Remarks

i SF-506-
Top Buoy OAR 1-100 2881_--4 ____ ____

SF-500- I
RPM OAR 1-100 i

NOTES:

1. Channel 2 Gain Ckt. - Locked on 40 db gain.
2. Hydrophones 3 & 6 suspended by surgical tubing.

Figure 22b
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ACODAC DEiPLOYMR:NT AND RECOVERY LOG

Experilr.-m.nt CHURCH GABRO __r__ Ar- .NW CA.....FAN

ACODAC Sys- Mooring Freq.
tern fo. iPV Ser. 2A3 Type Westinhouse ___Bandj15 _1 Hz
Hydrophone Type Westininouse Weather Cl_ jV ml W 10K from South

Sea Conditions

Deployment:

Deployment Method RPM last _______.__...

Lal. Long. Dateitime Course Speed
(6mq') ('T) (kts.)

Commenced Operations 19 - 5 N 84 - /f W %/ - 000 -. .

ist Gear in Water 19 - 54.7 N 84 - 0 Wý!6./A1 ._OL9Q_

IPV in Water 20 - 00.4 N 8, - '4 W26_/2 Z W•r DepPn (M)

Anchor Dropped 2 - N -- -, W _/Q2 Z • __

Mooring Position 20 - 00 N 84 - 58.7 W26 /22_Z

Recovery Course Speed

(°T) (kts.)

Commenced Operations - N - W / Z

Mooring Release - N - W / Z

Mooring on Surface - N - W / Z

Mooring on Board - N - W / Z

IPV Re.ease - N - W / Z

IPV on Surface - N - W / Z

IPV on Board - N - N / Z

Hydrophones: Tize:

No. Depth (M) Tape Rec. Ser. No. Event DatefTime (GMT)
Channel

Osc. Start / Z

,rape Start __/s4Z

2. 1205 2 24

3. 2426 3 15 De'av Interval Set 2 d 18 h 40 m

Delay Cycles Set Lon

4. 4137 4 20 Duty Cycle

5. 4443 5 -2.2--- On Time m

6. 4535 6 Off Time m

Bottom 2511 f Time Code Sync 1200 z 11/26/72
4593 m

Figure 23a
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DEPL. NO. 18

Recovery Aids

1. Acoustic Releases

Location Hfr. Model Ser. No. No. k42 Remarks

SUpper AMF 322 , 399 1 9

[Lower AMF 322 405 10 11

2. Timed Release

SRelease Time Se Time Couner
Location Mfr. Model -r No.- h T -in e o

Lower Geodyne 35 1 0653 13 081 00 251,1 00 1 1688

3. Radio Beacons

Chan. Freq.

Location Mfr. Model Ser. No. Letter Hz Renarks
___ __ _ __ _ _LLi _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

•" ~ Top Buoy [OAR 100T"206-1pA 76
-100 PA 766 C 2 7.095

RPM _OAR I ST-206-1

RPOA S-I00 P763 A 26.995
II-loo PA

RPM OAR I ST-.206-12 491 D 27.145 -_ ___

4. Flashers

I Location Mfr. Model I Ser. No Remarks

Top Buoy AR SF-500-1 342
-100

RPM OAR SF-500-1

Figure 23b
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ACODAC DEPLOYM.ENT AND RECOVERY LOG

Fxp,' iment CHURCH GABPO Area .NW_ _ ___
ACODAC Sys- Mooring Freq.

tem 1o. 1PV Ser. 2A4 Type compliant (UM)dBand Hz

Hydrophone Type ITC 8020 Weather_ __ar.

Sea Conditions Sea State 3

Deployment:

Deployment Method RPM last Depl. No. 19

Lat. Long. Date/Time Course Speed
(GmT), (°T) (kcs.)

Commenced Operations 18 - 50.0 N 79 - &8Tj W)0 _s_
- ,Wo30__j1j5.s.Z 26Z ___a_

Ist Gear in Water 18 - 50. N 79_ - 4 W_3fl_/1-0_
IPV in Water 18 - 48.7 N 7_ W_ / 2 j]Z tr Dep½ (M)

Anchor Dropped 18 - 48.7 N _9 - 5U_. W_3_l_/ZMZ f

Mooring Position 18 - 49.0 N 79 - 521 WL _/22jCZ

Recovery Course Speed
(OT) (kts.)

Commenced Operatlonb 18 - 50.2 N 9_ - 53_D_ WjsJ._ __- l

Mooring Release 18 - 0,_2 N 7_1 _ - 51. W_1 5_/_lLZ

Mooring on Surface 18 - 50 N - 52-0 WI.5•_/Lj- 5 Z _0 j

Mooring on Board 18 -49.5 N 79 -5J jjjj5_ !gZ -

IPV Release 18 - 49.2 N 7_j - 51 W_L5__/ijjZ

IPV on Surface 18 -49.4 N 79 - 51.5 W_15_112D2 Z

1PV on Board 18 -49.4 N 79 - 5_Ij WV-/J._5 jZ ___

Hydrophones: Time:

No. Depth (M) Tape Rec. Ser. No. Event Dat.e/Time (GMT)
Channel

1. 966 1 03c. Sart / 7

Tape Start .ao- z
2. L57__ _Z_ AL14

3. 2757 Delay Interval Set d 2 It 40 m

Deliy Cycles Set 16
4. 4410 4___ -0_0_ -_ .Duty Cyýle 1 __

5. 4715 5 .i D_2-ne _ M

6. 4806 6 009 3

time code syrc 1210 Z 1i/30/72
Bottom 2642 f on recovery 1746 Z 12/15/72

4833 m time code 15 d 5h 4 6m

Figure 24a
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DEPL. NO. 19

Recovery Aids

i. Acoustic Releases

f II - lCar. -1 Freq.
Location Mfr. Model Se. No. No. kH2  Remar

4-III , __ _ __ I
Lower -A,1 24461I -__.........._ , i~ J 40 6 1

2. Timed Release

o I eRelease Tir,e ct Time CounterLocation Mfr. Mode1 Ser. No. -j-- f hSeNo;~~d T h • -- _, Set No.
Lower Geodyne 1 855 064 1 08 [O i0 621 J

"• /a~d on recovery 12/15/72
time 1530 Q should have read:
red 170

black 1539 Black 1555 Unit was slow

3. Radio Beacons by 4 hrs.

Chan. Freq.

Location Mtr. MoUdeil Ser. 4o. Letter Wiz Remarks

Top Buoy OAR ST-206
•i1-1001PA 78D 2.4

R ST-206-

K-O 1-1OOPA 765 B 2 7.043

SRpm OAR ST-205-OAR 12 -"019 A 26.995

4. Flashers

.-Location -W - -,.-odel . a

Top Buoy OAR SF-506- 2 1

_ _ _ 1 - 1 6 0 2 I !

PJtN OAR SF-500- i
•- . .... .. , . . 1-10O 1 •

NTO--• 1. Telemetry from U'.M indicates all channels with lata except
51; all voltag#ts cra

2. IPV check on r'ov•'ery iadica:ea all vcltpges zrmal.

Figure 24b
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number 5 were as follows: deployment no. 17 (Point D) - 4358 meters;
deployment no. 18 U'oint H) - 4443 meters; deployment no. 19 (Point B)
- 4715 meters. The 'winchless" method at deployment of the compliant
array is illustrated in Figure 29.

Deployment and recovery times are summarized below:

Position Deployment No. Deployment Time Recovery Time

D 17 8 hr 10 min 3 hr 03 min
H 18 8 hr 19 mn ------

B 19 2 hr 59 min 3 hr 46 min

The system at Point H was not recovered during the exercise.
A detailed acoustic search for the AMF release transponders was
conducted from 10 through 13 December. In addition, on 12 and 13
December VP aircraft conducted a visual and radio search (for the OAR
radio beacon) in the area, concentrating on the NW octant centered at
Position H, and extending past the Yucatan Straits, but also covering
the entire area within 15 miles of Position H. The track chart for the
acoustic search is shown in Figure 30. The entire search was fruitless,
leading to the conclusion that the mooring was no longer where it was
deployed. This conclusion was confirmed by the subsequent location and
recovery of the entire mooring in the vicinity cf Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. The acoustic release had not fired; the timed release had
fired, but indicated the correct number of counts for a scheduled
firing on 13 December at 120OZ. Evidence from the acoustic record
shows that the most probable time of breaking loose was on 7 December
at about 01OOZ. The most likely cause of failure was chafing of the
lower section of nylon rope between the anchor and release. It is
possible that the failure to burden the anchor smoothly onto the
mooring during deployment could have contributed to the parting of this
section of line. For a report by Texas Instruments of the failure see
Reference (28).

2.1.2 THE MOORED ACOUSTIC BUOY SYSTEM (MABS)

MABS is a calibrated, ship transportable system for the
recording of ocean ambient acoustic noise and other underwater acoustic
signals. For a description of MABS see Reference (10). As shown in
Figure 31, for this exercise it consisted of four hydrophones suspended
at nominal depths of 61 meters, 128 meters, 357 meters, and 966 meters.
These hydrophones were suspended below a sub-surface buoy (-50 mcters)
which contained the electronics and logics of the system. The sub-
surface buoy was an international-orange and yellow ellipsoid with
dimensions 6 feet by 3.5 feet, The buoy with its integral instrumentation
capsule weighed 2200 lbs. and was 1900 lbs. buoyant when submerged in
sea water. It is equipped with pad-eyes for lashing to the deck. It
also has tw flashing lights and a radio beacon to aid in recovery. At
the trwmanus of the 915 meters of electrical cable was approximately
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61m

SYNTACTIC
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128 m

1020 m- TRANSPONDER/RELEASE

4H22RB
SYNTACTIC
FLOATATION

1050 m- RELEASE
357 m

1/4" B x 19

3H29RB

"966m
CHAIN

4566 i- 2000 lb ANCHOR

LUBS Configuration

Figure 31.
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3,660 meters of 3/8" steel wire connected to the electrical by an AMF
acoustic release and transponder in series. The anchor was a 2220 lb.
clump.

A five hydrophor.c single cable array was to have been used

during the exeraise; however, due to manufacturer's delays this array
was not available. The make-shift four hydrophone array was used as
back-up. This array had separate cables to each hydrophone. The
cables were married using tie-wraps and only the areas in the vicinity
of the hydrophones we-e faired. The hydrophones with their associated
cable were calibrated againat a referencc hydrophone at NUSC's
Millstone Quarry during the last part of October 1972.

The hydrophones used were NUS Corpor -ion LM-3 deep sea
hydropbones; see Reference (20). These wece chosen because of their
relatIvely flat frequency response between 10 Hz and 20 kHz and also
because they have stable sensitivity over the extremes of pressure
and teaperati-re found in the ocean. A representative terminal sensitivity
of one of these hydrophoues including the internal 28 lb preamplifier
and cable in -165 db/l volt for sound pressure field of 1 uPa. The
hydrophones are not generally recalibrated after an exercise because
of the expense involved. However, r. recalibration would be conducted
if warrented by an obvious defect. The calibrations of these hydro-
phones have been found to be generally invariant in the past.

The received acoustic signals are fed onto the instrumentation
capsule where they are recorded for 30 seconds every 15 minutes.
Before being recorded the signals are amplified ( +45 db for Hi-Gain
channels and +35 6b for Lo-Gain channels) as indicated in Figure 32.
The recorder used is the Astroscience MARS 2000 unit using a speed of
1 7/8 IPS. This recorder has a modified carrier frequency for
extended band on the FM channels.

Calibration signals injected at the input of the amplifiers
were recorded for 30 seconds every four hours; see Figure 33. These
calibration signals consisted of wide-band pseudo-random noise and a
1 kHz sine-wave tone.

The system deployed well except for the instrumentation sphere
overturning for a short while. This later proved to be a major problem
because the shalloleest hydrophone parted electrically and rendered
no data. Total deployment on 3 December 1972 took five hours and
24 minutes with tho array in 4566 meters of water at 19*10.87'N,
76"40..9'W. A Benthos depth recorder attached to the buoy showed depth
changes from 40 meters to 100 meters during the recording period.
The ar.ay was retrieved on 12 December in six hours. The retrieval
was complicated by some float3 fouling about the ship's bow thruster.

Date Qality,

Tb. quality of data recorded by MABS in in general good. It
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Naval Underwater Systems Center WIcial Photog--ph
NP24 - 49217 - 4 - 73

MABS 1 SYSTEM
11-29-72

(LM-3)

RECORDER
_r MARS

2000 REPRODUCE

SYSTEM
CAL 10K
CIRCUIT .5 Uf 1%
1.0kHz & --

ANDOM 40 dB• 00 K
NOISE PAD ) 1%

CAL SIGNALS (dB//1.OV)

"A" .. " "c"

I RANDOM NOISE
1.0 kHz -12.5 dB 8.0 d8 . dB

RAD NOIS - 12. d8 -8.0 dB -10.25 dB(BROAD-BAND)

i COMBINED

SIGNALS 10.25 d - 5.25d8 - 6.25 d8
(BROAD-BAN D)

L

MABS Calibration Scheme

Pigure 33
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recorded data for eight days and eleven hours. The shallowest itydro-
phone was inoperative and the deeper units were subject to intermittent
low-frequency strum of 3.25 Hz which generally could be filtered out
and did not distort higher frequency data. It is felt that the strum
would be all but absent if the single-cable faired array had been used.

2.1.3 TELE4ETERING ACOUSTIC BUOY SYSTEM (TABS)

The Telemetering Acoustic Buoy System (TABS) used during this
exercise consisted of two hydrophone faired cable array suspended
"below a telemetering spar buoy which transmitted the received acoustic
signals via R.F. link to SANDS where the data were demodulated and
recorded on magnetic tape; see Figure 34, TABS was deployed for a
ten hour period in the vicinity of position C on 7 December 1972 for
the aircraft SUS run.

The hydrophones, which were at depths of 244 meters and 396
meters, were NUS Corporation LM-3 units that have been previously
described in the MABS section of this report. The hydrophones were
S.alibrated against a reference hydrophone in July 1972 at NUSC's Dodge
Pond Calibration Facility. Prior to deployment the system was
calibrated by injecting single frequency sine-wave signals of known
levels at the center frequency of all the 1/3-octave bands of interest
at the input to the transmitLing buoy. These signals were recorded
on magnetic tape as received throughout the entire receiving system.
In this manner the whole system was calibrated.

TABS took less than one hour to deploy and one hour to retrieve.
A radio beacon and flashing light attached to a satellite buoy
facilitates recovery.

The acoustic signals rectived by the hydrophone of TABS were
sent to SSQ-41 SONOBUOY transmitters in the spar buoy where they are
nmodulated transmitted to the SANDS; see Figure 35. SANDS received the
signals on an ARR-52 SONOBUOY receiver (High Output) where they were
demodulated and then were attenuated by 25 db. The signals were then
split into High and Low Gain sections (10 db difference) at the input
to separate Ithaco amplifiers. From the amplifier the signals were
recorded on magnetic tape (Ampex CP-1O0 recorder). The signals were
recorded FM at 3 3/4 IPS. Signals from the reproduce mode of the
recorder were then fed to 1/3-octave filters and the outputs monitored
on an 8 channel Sanborn graphic recorder.

The receiver and recorder calibration systems are shown
schematically in Figure 36.

TABS performed quite well during the first part of the SUS
run; however, during the last two hours of the run the system became
quite noisy. It has not been determined at present whether this
noise was water-borne (strum, etc.) or RF interference.
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Naval Underwater Systems Center Cfficial PhotographNP24 - 492•19 - 4 - 73

CHANNEL
SELECTOR

BOONTON 7A HIGH
202 H ARR-52
FM SIGNAL BALLENTINE

GENERATOR

C HIGH

H.P. H.F.
5243L CONV.

RECEIVER CAL SYSTEM

-25 dB 0I'-- M CH 5

GENERATOR FM CH 6

-25 dB 0FM CH 7

FM CH 8
TAPE R'CORDER

A TITHAC CP-100- AMPLIFIER 3 3/4 ipsl

RECORDER CAL SYSTE'A

TABS Calibration System

Figure 36
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2.1.4 VLAM

A. General

A general overview of the major components of the vertical
line array measurement system (VLAM) is presented in Figure 37. For
a description of the VLAM system see Reference (1), from which figures
37-42 are taken. These components comprise a general-purpose multi-
channel acoustic data gathering system.

VLAM cox.ist of an array of acoustic sensors, the deep
telemetry system, a set of deep sea coaxial cables, hydrodynamic de-
coupling mechanisms, surface support buoys, an RF dual diversity data
and comwnd link, and a complete shipboard rnceiving, recording, and
on-line processing system. These basic system elements may be thought
of as building blocks and may be used in any combination required
for a specific measurement mission. This system is deployed from the
surface support buoy.

B. In-Water System

(1). General

The deployed in-water system of VLAM is shown in
Figure 38. It has the sensor array, which has 26
acoustic hydrophones, three two-axis tilt sensors,
three high-frequency accelerometers, avelocimeter, a
current sensor, depth sensor and three compasses. In
addition, there are the other sub-systems that deploy
the sensor array and handle the data up through the
RF telemetry link to the ship board electronics.

(2). The hydrophone module is a stainless-steel assembly
which houses the hydrophone and its preamplifier.
The pb-Po. of lead zirconian titanate, is a two-
elemer cceleration balanced unit suspended by a
rubber isolation within the module. The low--noise
preamplifier protected within its own pressure vessel
is located adjacent but out of acoustic view of the
hydrophone. Connections to the preamplifier and
hydropbone are via Marsh-Marine connectors. The
entire module is covered with a rubber shield to
reduce flow noise.

-
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RF ANTENNA

BATTERIES

TAKE-UP REEL
MAIN SUPPORT
CABLE (17. 000 FT MAX.)

YO-YO REEL

e
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ANCHOR a SYSTEM
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SENSORi
ARRAY

VLAM In-Water System Fully Deployed
(From Reference (1))

Figure 38
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Hydrophone parameters follow:

*Sensitivity -90 dbv/pb

"*Bandwidth 2 Hz to 5 kHz

"Acceleration Balanced >40 db cancellation due to verti-J
cal and/or horizontal motion

"Directionality Omnidirectional all planes up to
75 fo (<O.l db)
* I db up to 5 kiHz

"*Hydrophone Module Omnidirectional all planes up to
Directionality 75 fo (<0.1 db)

*Dept? Sensitivity <1 db from 0 to 8000 pai

*Hydrophone to Hydrophone Series opposing output > 46 db
Amplitude and Phase down from series aiding output
Uniformity in frequency band up to 75 fo

(3). Deep Telemetry

A 17.000 foot coazial sea cable and a 20 mile radio
link serve to connect the deep sensors with a surface-
tending vessel. The system is versatile in that various

combinations of cables and RF links are provided. The
system can be deployed from near surface to 18,000
feet, and can be suspended either from a buoy containing
the radio equipment or directly from a tending vessel,
in which case only the cable link is employed. A
diagram of the deep telemetry electronics are shown in
Figure 39.

The system is bidirectional, with commands being aent
to the deep telemetry unit (D7U) from the tending ship,
and data transmitted from the DnU. Power is also
multiplexed on the sea cable with all power being
supplied from either the buoy (when an rf link is used',
or the ship (in the case of a direct cable link).

The basic data telemetry consists of a 32 channel analog
multiplexing and A/D system which will accommcdate up
to 30 high-rate aualog hydrophone inputs. The 3end
channel is further subemltinlexed to handle low-rate
analog sensor inputs. In addition, the telemetry accepts
low-rate digital sensor inputs directly. State-of-
the-art alectrocics are used throughout to maintain a
total system accuracy of better than 0,1 db.
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The versatility of the system is greatly increased
by the cross-strapping provided, allowing the
maximum number of channels to be used at the basic
sampling rate, or fewer channels to be used at
correspondingly higher sampling rates. Low rate and
high rate channels can be internixed to obtain
maximum system efficiency.

After multiplexing, all signals are converted to a
serial digital 12-bit format, with a 13th parity bit
added to every data wore. This serial data stream
is then transmitted at a bit rate of about 1 mHz
over the cable and rf links. At the receiving end,
every received data word is checked for parity and
sync errors, with the error rate decoded and printed
out in real time, on-line. Throughout the entire
data transmission and data recording path, the
specified error rate of 1 bit error per 1 million
bits transmitted has been exceeded in the field, witf;
the typical error rate being about 0.3 x 10-6.

The comnand link is a 4-tone coded system and
allows for 15 separate commands. Commands are
generated onboard ship and are decoded both at the
surface buoy and the DTU. The commands provided
include gain change (all hydrophone channel gains
are changeable, with 2 gains being provided), enable
electrical calibration, enable.acoustic calibration,
change rf signal strength, and turn system on and off.

(4). Compliance System

The compliance system is designed to provide isolation
from both vertical motion and motion-induced flow
noise sufficient to prevent mashing of data for all
v.t states encountered up through Sea State 3.

The system, as depicted in Figure 38, is composed
of three basic elements:

((1) Spring (twelve 1 1/8 inch diameter Natsyn rubber
rods, 36 feet in length with a spring rate of
50 lb/ft).

(2) Mass (5 foot diameter by 20 foot long sea =nohor
ea.tkapping water mass of approximately 800 slugs).

(3) Subsurface float to establish proper sprizn rat*
by adjusting static load bias.
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(5). Coaxial Sea Cable

Four lengths of cable currently exist; one each
of 12,000 feet and 17,000 feet and two of 3000 feet.

Equalization or reshaping of the digital data train
io performed by a circuit card in either the buoy
or the shipboard electronics, depending upon whether
an rf-link or a direct-cable lii:k is utilized. A
special "equalizer" program has been written that will
permit rapid implementation for any cable length.

Actual array depth is adjusted by reeling a prede,.ermined
amount of sea cable onto the yo-yo cable reel (Figure 38).
This reel will accommodate up to 3i00 feet of cable,
thereby permitting a depth adjustment of between 0 and
3000 feet for any length of sea cable. A brief
VLAM cable specificatinn follows.

Diameter 0.65 inches

Weight 0.61 lb/ft in air
0.49 lb/ft in water

Breaking Strength 33,000 lbs

Attenuation at 1 mHz 1.5 db/l000 feet
Double armored, antitwist

(6). Surface Buoy and RF Link

a. Surface Buoy

The surface buoy depicted in Figure 38 is designed
to fully support the wet system for all cable
lengths from 3000 ft. to 17,000 ft. Major features

* include a dual diversity rf-data transmission
system and command receiver, a pneumatically
operated telescoping antenna, battery packs for both
the deep telemetry unit and the rf system, radar
transponder and blinking strobe recovery aids, a
pneumatic ballasting system, and a pneumatic battery
equalization system. In addition to the buoy proper,
there are three bolt-on additional buoyant sections
to provide additional displacement for longer cable
lengths; i.e., 8000-, 12,000-, and 17,000-ft. coaxial
sea cables. These additional sections are used
in lieu of a single large ballast chamber to pre-
clude the Imssibility of losing the entire system
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due to inadvertent flooding of that chamber.
The chamber was sized such that in the event the
chamber is fully flooded, sufficient reserve
buoyancy w-'1. exist to prevent loss of the syscemi
Both the buoy and the add-on sections are filled
with a closed cell foam tL. prevent loss due to any,/
cause other than a catastrophic collision.
That section of the buoy which pierces the air-
water interface has been made as small in cross
section as; possible, yielding a buoy stiffness of
32 lb. per foot.

b. RF System

The VIAM rf system is a two way radio link between
the buoy and the support ship; (1) digital data
from the DTU is transmitted to the ship, and (2)
command instructions, which can modify functions
or operations in the buoy and DTU, are transmitted
from the ship; see Figure 40.

The data channel has been designed to provide ex.-
ceptionally error-free, reliable transmission. The
system has a demonstrated ability (99.9 percent) to
prcvide bit error rates of I x 1 0 -6 over water paths
of 18 to 20 miles. The system features dual-
frequency diversity of 138 to 150 mHz with a diver-
sity gain of 30 db. Modulation is FSK. Each of
the two buoy transmitters can radiate either 50 or
350 watts of power, remotely commandable. Battery
life is 25 to 100 hours depending on transmitter
power.

At the ahip, a fully automatic tracking antenna
system employing two log periodic antennas affords
a net antenna gain of 13 db.

The binary 4-tone comRand system operates at 220
mFlz and employs narrowband frequency modulation. Like
the data transmitters., it can operate at 50 or 350
watts. Its range is considerably in excess of the
data link due to its inherent invulnerabililty to
fade and multipath.

Like the DTU, the rf system should be conside-e i

taol which can transzlt large quantities of dati
a a high rate fr,,m an instrumentation system plantea
In the. ecean to 4 mintoring ship. Since all rf tom-
ponents are aotoaed to operate from 130 to 170 mHzz
frquenciies -Ay be ehifted within thit range if
require4
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C. Shipboard Electronics

All the shipboard electronic equipment for VLAM is housed
in a portable equipment van which houses nine relay racks, a 20 foot
workbench, and a computer display console. A system flowchart is
shown in Figure 41.

Data comes into the van from either the rf receivers or a
direct cable link. The van input circuits then decode the digital data
for presentation to the various analysis systems. In addition, the
digital data is checked for both parity and synchronization errors, these
error rates being automatically reduced to a hard copy record on-line.
Every data word received is subject to these checks.

The acoustic information in the incoming data can be analyzed
in either of two independent van systems. The primary analysis cap-
ability is provided by a 32K computer system which analyzes the digital
data directly. Through a Tektronix CRT terminal and the interactive
software provided, an analyst can:

o Perform amplitude and phase calibrations of every channel

through built-in electrical and acoustic calibration electronics.
o Perform specialized narrowband or octave filtering of any channel.

0 Subject any channel to FFT analysis.

o Form beams using either of the two VLAM arrays.

Display and analyze array sensor outputs.

All of these analysis programs operate in real-time, and permit
variable parameters such as filter bandwidths, integration times, beam
steer angles, and output formats (various forms of graphical and tabu-
lated results) to be selecced on-line. A hard copy unit permanently
records the data.

An independent parallel analysis system demultiplexes the data
and presents simultaneously every channel in analog form. These signals
can then be inputted to either a Hewlett Packard 3590 wave analyzer
for spectral anslysis or an oscilloscope for "quick look" quality
assurance. A plotter is provided for a permanent record.

A second computer system in the van provides a continuous
on-line, digital environmental sensor display. Twelve "nixie" tube
banks continuously display the outputs of the array sensors. Included
in the display are the outputs of three tilt stations (tilt plus direc-
tion), array depth, sound velocity, current direction and magnitude,
battery voltage, and real-whole-time. This computer also serves an a
data formatter for the recording system. Time code, the output of a
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van status switch bank, and ASC-II code from a teletype are all meshed
together with the rcý'ote DTU data in this computer and formatted for
recording, Two recorders record the data simultaneously, providing
a redundant capability. During the recording process, data is taken
from the playback head and checked for errors identically as at the
van input. Thus, good recorded data is assured at the time of reco-'ing.

D. Rermote Projector Systems

Two independent VLAM projector 3ystems exist. (See block
diagram, Figure 42). Typically, these systema are used to project
high level (88 to 90 db re jib) pulses of acoustic energy at two
frequencies. Each system is car osed of an acoustic projector, sea
cable (700 ft.), a high power linear driver, and one rack of equipment
containing signal generation and timing equipment. Included on eaci,
projector is a depth sensor and a sound pressure level (SPL) monitor.

Pulse width is adjustable from 1 to 20 seconds and repetition rate
from 1 to 100 seconds, both slaved t a digital clock. Since the clock
can be synchronized with a NWV on-bcard receiver, it is possible to
transmit pulses coherent within a few milliseconds. Since the system
is linear, signals other than sine waves (i.e., FM slides or PRN) can
be transmitted at well-defined intervals by substituting the proper
signal source.

Specifications for the acoustic projector are as follows:

ISource level 90 db revi/b at 2 operating frequencies,
simultaneously

Operating Frequency 11 f. and 44 fo

Operating Depth To 500 feet

Maximum Towing Speed 5 knots

Weight (projector) 4500 lbs

Electronics Single rack and drivers

Power Consumption 5 kw (1-kw output power)

E, Perfornance

During the exercise all systems operated satisfactorily
for the deep deployment, with the exception of four hydrophones. The
data from these four hydrophones were degraded because of leaky
connectors. The bea= forming resulta however, are not appreciably
degraded by the elimination of these four hydrophenes.
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The second planned deployment at a shallow depth was cancelled
because the sea was too rough for deployment during thL four day
(10-13 December) period remaining.

A total uf twenty six data tapes or sequences were made during
tihe deep deployment. Each tape represents 105 minutes of continuous

recorded data. A stummarv -f data obtained is given in able V together
with a notation of errors noted. Only one tape (record No. 7-2-5) is
comipletely unsable.

For further information on system performance and data output
from the CHURCH GABBRO exercise, see References (2) and (24).

2.1.5 AN/SSQ-57A Sonobuoys

On 4 and 5 December, modified and unmodified AN/SSQ-57A soncbuoys
were used to collect ambient noise and propagation loss data from air-
craft in conjunction with a special aircraft data acquisition and
monitoring system.

A block diagram of the monitoring and analysis system is shown
in Figure 43. The entire system, independent of the AN/ARR-52A sono-
buoy receiver, was calibrated prior to the flight by inserting selected
calibration signals at one third-octave band frequencies between
25 Hz and 2.5 kHz. In addition, a white-noise calibration signal was
passed through the system for a complete frequency calibration. The
entire calibration procedure was recorded in all d'ta tracks of the
monitoring and playback system.

The aircraft AN/ARR-52A sonobuoy receiver system, consisting of
eight VHF receiver8, was calibrated by NAVOCV.!O personnel at the
Patuxent River Naval Air Staticn Avionics Facility. The receiver system
was calibrated using AN/ARM-53b and AN/ARM-54A frequenc; modulated
signal generator test sets. These tests enable frequencies at known
voltage levels to modulate any sonobuoy receiver VHF channel while
monitoring the high and standard audio AN/ARR-52A receiver outputs.
For a ± 75 kiz deviation of an rf carrier, the standard audio output
is 2 volts and the high audio output is 16 volts over the range of
frequencies used in the calibration. The system levels were stepped
20 db to insure system linearity.

The standard, as well as modified, AN/SSQ-57A sonobucys are
air-lauuched from aircraft at speeds between 150 and 250 knots, and
at altitudea between 500 and 3.0,000 feet. On contact with the water,
the sonobuoy deploys an omni-directional hydrophone and preamplifier
to a pre-selected depth of either 60 or 300 feet. A shock cord Is
used to isolate .he surface ecti, on the buoy from the hydrophone.
T,. qddition, the sonobuoys contain a life-selection switch of.l, 3 or
8 hours, as well as a 20 db attenuation selection switch. The
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Tape Start of Record Range to
Ne Day Time PIERCE SOURCES ERROR

7-1-1 337 2201 0 NO

7f-1-2 338 0001 0 NO

7-1-3 338 0201 0 NO

7-1-4 338 0401 0 NO

7-1-5 338 0601 0 NO Recorder A
V, Mincr during 15 mim period

7-1-6 338 1001 0 NO

7-1-7 338 1201 0 NO

7-1-8 338 1401 0 NO
7-1-9 338 2201 4.8 HX37 Recorder B

Minor during 4 min. period

7-1-10 339 0001 6.0 HX37

7-1-11 339 0201 7.5 HX37

7-1-12 339 0401 9.1 HX37

7-1-13 339 0601 10.5 HX37

7-1-14 339 0801 12.5 HX37 Large during 15 min. period

7-1-15 339 1001 1 6.0 HX37

7-2-2 339 1201 16.1 HX37 Large during 15 min. period
7-2-2 339 1401 18.0 HX37 Large during 15 min. period

SUS

7-1-3 339 1601 19.8 HX37 Large during last 15 min.
SUS

7-2-4 339 1801 21.8 HX37 Large during last 15 min.
SUS

7-2-5 339 2001 23.0 HX37 Whole record irvalid
SUS

7-2-6 340 0001 9.0 HYX37 Large during 15 min. period
SUS

7-2-.7 340 0201 10.9 HX37
SUS

7-2-8 340 0401 12.6 HX37 Large during first 15 min.
SUS

7-2-9 340 2001 6.2 NO Large during 30 min. period

7-2-10 340 2201 8.2 NO

7-2-11 341 000i 9.4 NO Incorrect record level on
Recorder B

VLAM Data Summary

lable1
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electronics system, is capable of transmitting data as soon as a
10 volt sea water battery is activated. These buoys are described
in Reference (14).

Block diagrams of both the standard and modified AN/SSQ-57A
sonobuoy are shown in figure 44. Each sonobuoy consists basically
of a series of attenuator or gain stages followed by a transmitter
that telemeters all acoustic information detected by the sonobuoy
system to a monitoring aircraft by VHF radio transmission. The sono-
buoy FM transmitter operates at carrier frequencies between 162
and 174 megaHertz and consists of a reactance modulator, crystal control
oscillator, frequency quadrupler, driver, and final stage RF amplifier.
Each soncbuoy has a particular carrier frequency for transmission to
a standard AN/ARR-52A VHi receiver onboard an aircraft. The sono-
buoy receivers are capable of selecting, receiving and demodulating
each RF frequency transmitted, thus enabling them to monitor one or
more sonobuoys simultaneously. There are more than 30 117 carrier
frequency assignments for the sonobuoys so several buoys operating at
different carrier frequencies can be simultaneously employed without
=mtual interference. The AN/ARR-52A sonobuoy receiver contains four
FM receivers each of which can be automatically tuned to any one of
the available channels.

The standard sonobuoys used for ambient noise measurements
were calibrated and manufactured for the Navy by Spartan, Inc., of
Jackson, Michigan under contract N00019-71-C-0116. Each sonobuoy has
an individual calibration curve that is provided to the user by the
Naval Air Development Center (NADC) upon request. Usable frequency
renge at the sonobuoy covers 10 - 3000 Hz; dynamic range is approximately
40 db. The sonobuoy frequency response is between 10 Hz and 20 kHz and
is taiunated in db relative to the response of 440 Hz, At 440 Hz an
acoustic pressure of +106 db relative to lj Pascal incident on the
sonobuoy hydrophone will deviate the sonobuoy carrier * 19 kHz.

The modified AN/SSQ-57A sonobuoys used for propagation loss
measurements have essentially the same frequency characteristics
as the standard ambient noise sonobuoys. However, the modified
sonobuoys contain additional attenuator and gain circuitry to prevent
ovetload conditions, as well as a calibration circuit to insure system
iinearity and assist in data reduction. The attenuator circuit is
either 30 db or 50 db, depending upon the sonobuoy selected. ThM
calibration pulse is produced by a multivibrator cOrcuit that gates a
phase shift oscillator to produce a two-level (25 db) calibration pulse
every 15 seconds at a reference frequency cf 2.35 kfz. This calibra:ion
circuit is inter-as to the sonobuey electronics; the calibration signal
produces pulses through the amplifier/transmitter stages and is
telemetered to the monitoring aircraft vhere it is processed and re-
cordedethr=ugb the data acquidition system.
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Figure 45 shows the average frequency response and standard
deviation of the response, at the calibration frequencies indicated
for the modified and unmodified AN/SSQ-57A sonobuoys used in CHURCH
GABBRO. Although the response curves for the two types of buoys are
the same, the sensitivities are different. The sensitivity for each
system at the reference frequency of 440 Hz is noted on the figure.
The reference sensitivity is deLe'rined froir the carrier deviation
characteristics of the AN/ARR-52A receiver outputs in conjunction with
the acoustic pressure/frequency deviation characteristics of the
AN/SSQ-57A sonobuoy. During the present investigation the receiver
standard audio outputs were monitored.

Ambient noise and propagation loss data were collected with
modified and unmodified AN/SSQ-57A sonobuoys with hydrophone depths
of 60 and 300 feet. As many as eight sonobuoys were monitored simultan-
eously for ambient noise and explosive sound source arrivals. All
data were recorded broadband on magnetic tape and a preliminary exam-
ination of the monitored data was made u'ng a General Radio model

1564-AR one-third octave/one-tenth octav ,naLyzer, and associated
analog display. No major problems were encountered with the data
acquisition system.

AN/SSQ-57A sonobuoys were also deployed from SANDS during the
aircraft SUS run. Zhe sonobuoy data acqoLsition system aboard SAODS
is similar to that for TABS and consists of AN/SSQ-57A sonobuoys, an
AN/ARR-52 sonobuoy receiver, Ithaco amplifier, a CF-l00 magnetic tape
recorder and two Bruel and Kjaer 1/3 octave band pass filter sets;
see Figure 46. Receiving and recording system calibrations were accomp-
lished separately. The receiver was calibrated using a Boonton 202H
FM ganerator and a frequency counter with a high frequency converter.
A center frequency corresponding to a particular sonobuoy channel was
selected and modulated at I kHz by the .oonton FM generator. This tesL
signal was inserted into the sonobuoy receiver. Each receiver channel
to be used was calibratdd while monitoring the high Audio Output. The
High Audio Output has a low frequency cut off of 10 Hz. The deviation
of the center frequency was set at ± 75 kHz and a check was made tr

insure the proper amplitude of 16 volts was measured at the receiver
output. The deviation was then varied from ± 75 kHz down to ± 20 kHz.
This was done to check the rezeivers' linearity and, by graphic methoda,
to obtain an output level for a deviation of -± 19 kllz. Because the
receiving response is flat over the audio frequencies of interest, one
can utilize the output level obtained for a * 19 1hz deviation and the
factory supplied sonobiuoy calibraLion data to obtain a graph of teriinal
sensitivity (db re v/ua) vs. frequency. The High Audio Output of
the receiver was used because of the increased frequency response it
provided, however, this did require attenuation of the input to the tape
recorder data channels of 25 db. ThIe recorder was calibrated by
sequentially inserting, ac a known level, all 1/3 octave band center
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frequencies, from 10 Hz t:o 2000 Hz, at th,Ž input of the 25 db
aLtentuators and recording the levels on the data channels.

Both 60 and 30C foot depth sonob.ioys wure deployed from
SANDS curing the aircraft SUS run of 7 December. Both units employcd
the eight hour life option and the additional 20 db of attenuation.
Signals were generally successfully recorded on magnetic tape. A
problem with the shipboard antenna connec•or occurred during the run;
however, very little data appear to have been lost.

2.2 A,:oustic Sources

2.2.1 SUS Charges, 14. 61 - Mod 0, and ?k 82 - Mod 0

On 7 December, the VYN-8 aircraft dropped 478 Mk 61 and Mk 82
SUS for propagation loss measurements. In addition, NORTH SEAL
dropped an additional 1104 Mk 82 charges on 4 and 5 December. A des-
cription of these charges and launchi.ng procedures can be obtained
from References (3), (15), and (17).

2.2.2. Piezoelectric, HX 231-F

A Honeywell 1LX 231-F dual frequency sinusoidal source was
towed by SANDS during the exercise. The HX 231-F consisrs of four
sections with each section being a lead zirconate titanate ceramic
bender bar transducer driven by a step-up auto-transformer ha,'ing a
turns ratio of 1:8. The physical dimensions of the HX 231-F are 32
inches in diameter, 80 inches high, with an air weight of 3,700 lbs.
The maximum operating depth is 675 feet with non-operating depth to
1000 feet. Approximately 130 gallons of GE-10C transformer oil is used
to fill the transducer and transformer compartment. At resonance
the transducer is stress limited and the maximum voltage allowed the
ceramic is 2320 V RMS; off resonance, the maximum voltage drive is
3,000 V RMS. Each element was checked at Honeywell at 4,000 V RMS.
Table VI summarizes its characteristics. Figure 47 plots frequency
response; HX 231-D is equivalent to HX 231-F.

The HX 231-F transducer was manufactured by Honeywell, Seattle,
Washington, and delivered to the Lake Pend Oreille Test Facility in
hay 1972; see Reference (18). There the projector was extensively
tested. The transducer was then shipped to NUSC's Lake Seneca Test
Facility in New York for further calilration and testing. These
tests included beam patterns at various frequencies, curvent ane
voltage transmitting responses, phase and impedance measurements, and
linearity tests.

A two frequency (85.470 Hz and 128.205 Hz) harmonic sine wave
generator was designee and built and used as input to drive mixed
frequency. This particular HX 231-F was dockside tested in July 1972
and was again tested in shallow and deep water in the North Atlantic to
confirm source level measurements using a monitor hydrophone. Also
during the NOR-ANT Operation the source operated satisfactorily for two
12-hour neriods while being "dipped". Subs quently, during that opera-
tion the source had an arc-over on one of the elements. This
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PHYSIrAL SPECIFICATIONS

HX-2 31-F

SNudher of modules .......... 2
0 Ntrber of bars . 28

SWeighr. In air ....................... 3700 pounds

Exterior envelope

Length ......................... 80 inches

Diameter to contaln unit ...... 32 inchas

PERFORM1ANCE CHARACTERISTICS

HX-.231-F

Resonant frequency ................. 100 Hz

Maximum measured output
power at fr ....................

o Mximum measured source

level at f (re 1 microbar
at I yard) r ......................... 92

o Drive at maximum measured

source level at f r ..............
o Calculated maximum source

level possible at fr ............... 102 dB

o Directivity at f ................... Omni

Transmitting efficiency at fr ...... 20 Vercent

M aximu;w operatting depth ............ 675 feet

SInput inpedance at .......

HX-2,3!-•F Data

Table VI
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breakdown was repaired before the subject exercise by replacing
the faulty element.

Prior to CHURCH GABBRO the source was life tested at NUSC's
Dodge Pond Facility. This test consisted of driving the source using
the mixed frequency generator and a CML power amplifier for a period
of 72 hours. The source was at 25 feet and operated quite well during
the test. The maximum ceramic voltage was lowered to 2000 V RMS off resonance
as recommended by Mr. J. White of NUSC (Code TDl2).

Before the CHURCH GABBRO exercise the source was outfitted
with a tow body and towing tests were planned during a shake-down
cruise. However, severe weather prevented these tests at that time.
Towing tests were conducted on 29 November in the Caribbean at 300
ft. depth and the source failed after about two hours. Again the
problem was caused by an element arcing and shorting. This was
repaired while SANDS was in port for the pre-sail conference. On
3 December at the start of the tow exercise the source had another
element failure. Again this was repaired at sea. On 5 December the
source was towed again and again failed. This was caused by arc-over
on the terminal board (some oil may have been lost during previous
repairs). The terminal board was then relocated so as to totally immerse
the board in oil. In the meantime a problem had developed in the
lead-in cable between the transducer and the tow cable (-660" faired
cable). The cable eventually flooded and destroyed the counector to
the transducer. This effectively terminated the use of the source
during the exercise.

The source was powered for periods totaling 19 hours and over
155 nautical miles. This was accomplished at reduced source level
(-83 db) with most of the area between Positions B and C.

The problem with the elements of the transducer appears to be
a manufacturer's design deficiency. The design of the unit should
be critically reviewed and a series of tests at pressure and temperature
should be conducted before further usage. While towing the unit
at 91 meters, SANDS was not able to make her appointed SOA of 10 knots.
The SOA was actually in the order of 8 - 9 knots.

2.2.3 Hydroacoustic (VIBROSEIS)

A. Responsibilities

The DELTA Exploration Company, Inc. of Houston, Texas
furnished the M/V DEARD)RN outfitted with a *.Ibrator system, operational
personnel and necessary auxllipry systems such as navigation. The
DEARBORN task was to tow CW sound sources at 18 m and 92 m depth
simultaneously from the Yucatan Chanyiel across the Yucatan Basin and
up the Cayman Trough to the Windward Passage from ll0OZ 29 November to
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0300Z 13 December. Environmental measurements including XBTs were

to be taken enroute.

B. DELTA's Marine Acoustic Energy Source

The vibrator system, known as the MK IV vibrator system
has been used by Delta Exploration Company for furnishing commercial
exploration services for petroleum. Techniques in operating this
equipment and the equipment employed are nearly identical to standard
operating practice in the off-shore seismic survey work. The portion
of the system which had not been actually utilized before, was the
loading apparatus required for the deep towing of the vibrator. The
operation of the vibrator in depths up to 92 m was not considered to
be a major technical problem since, in all cases, the average pressure
in the vibrator was carefully regulated to be equivalent to the hydro-
static pressure of the vibrator. The air system also provided an
accurate measure of the pressure-depth of the transducer at all times.

Figure 48 is a concept sketch showing the towing arrangement.
The towing mechanism consists of the leading line, the pipe and hose
assembly and the retrieval line. The required hydraulic,.electrical
and air circuits are routed through the pipe and hose assembly which
in turn is connected to the leading line in such a manner that the
whole assembly represents a faired surface. The towing forces for the
transducer are taken by a wire rope assembly and the retrieving line
is used to raise and lower the whole assembly,

The deck handling procedure consists of folding the pipe and
hose assembly into specially prepared racks on the deck of the boat.
There are special handling devices to facilitate the loading and
unloading of the transducer. A ccmplete loading or unloading operation
can be completed in about two hours. Figure 49 shows deck handling
devices on DEARBORN.

Technical literature pertaining to VIBROSEIS system is included
in references (4), (5), (8), (9), (11), and (12).

Except for the mechanical handling problems, no special
difficulty was expected in operating the vibrators in the hove-to
condition. Because of the unpredictable hydrodynamic characteristics
of the towing assembly and transducer, the maximum towing speed of the
assembly was not known. The vibrator system itself consists of the
transducer, the hydraulic power supply, the servo electronic system
and the air control system. The hydraulic supply consists of self-
contained diesel engines driving variable displacement pumps capable
of maintaining constant pressures with variable flows. The transducer,
the Mark IV vibrator, consists of two 48 inch diameter hemispheres
connected by a hydraulic ram capable of mechanical expansion and contrac-
tion of the surfaces relative to each other to produce the acoustic pres-
sure wave which is desired. The transducer is controlled by a
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